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BROAD
Tech Diversity

B60P7/02 Covering of load

B60R11/06 for tools or spare parts | for vehicle roof parts | (ref: B60J7/20)| | for spare wheels | (ref: B62D)

B60J7/085 winding up  e.g. for utility vehicles

B60J7/141 for covering load areas  e.g. for pick-up trucks

B60J7/1621 hinged on one side

B60J7/041 for utility vehicles  e.g. with slidable and foldable rigid panels

F15B7/008 with rotary output

B60R9/06 at vehicle front or rear | rear luggage compartments within vehicle extensible externally of the vehicle body | (ref: B..

B60P1/43 using a loading ramp mounted on the vehicle | loading ramps | per se|  | (ref: B65G69/28)

B60J7/10 readily detachable  e.g. tarpaulins with frames  or fastenings for tarpaulins | covering of loads on vehicles by tarpaulin..
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